
 

 
Internship in PR/Corporate Communications for 
Central Eastern Europe 
 

FlixBus is an innovative supplier of mobility services with headquarters in Munich, Berlin, Paris and 
Milan. With more than 45.000 daily connections in 15 countries, we run an international network for 
long distance bus services in Europe. Supported by notable partners and investors, we are about to 
develop our venture to market leadership and to establish Europe’s No. 1 mobility brand. 
 
We want to internationalize our successful business to new markets and therefore we are looking for 
an Intern (m/f) in international PR/Corporate Communications in our Munich headquarter. 
 

Your tasks:  

 You write and create brand content (press releases, social media postings, website content, 
etc.) with focus on the CEE region 

 You take full responsibility of corporate communications related projects like sustainability, 
corporate social responsibility, employer branding and others 

 You are an asset to our international PR/ Corporate Communications by supporting PR 
activities and events in the CEE region 

 You research the relevant local markets on related topics, journalist’s contacts, etc. 

 You establish and monitor our Corporate Communications channels like Twitter/LinkedIn or 
our online newsroom  

 As a native speaker, you translate and adapt content to Croatian, Slovakian, Hungarian, or 
Slovenian 

 
Your profile:  

 You are enrolled at university in business, communications, social sciences, politics, 
journalism, or related fields of study 

 You are a native speaker of at least one CEE-language (preferably Croatian, Slovakian, 
Hungarian, Slovenian) and fluent in German and/or English 

 First experiences in PR, marketing or in the mobility sector are a plus 

 Creative, eloquent and passionate about digital communications, new trends and social media 
topics 

 Basic CMS and MS Office skills 
 

Our offer:  

 The once in a lifetime chance to participate in the development of the next big thing in a fast-
paced environment and an innovative market 

 The possibility to work very flexibly, goal-orientated and independently 

 Complementary skill development, mentoring, and sparring with subject matter field experts 
out of our network  

 

If you want to join us in setting up a European market leader and 
assist in its internationalization, we are looking forward to receiving 
your application. Please send your resume, letter of motivation, 
and relevant references to 
           
 

jobs@flixbus.com 
 

FlixBus 
Veronika Halser 
Sandstr. 3 
D - 80335 Munich 


